Letters from Nikko National Park

We will introduce you to the beautiful nature in Okunikko.
Listening birds chirping, take a deep breath in forest...They will give you a comfortable time.

Low Emission Bus has resumed operations from July 1st
Low Emission bus has resumed service from Akanuma to Senjugahama. To prevent infection disease, temperature testing using thermo-cameras, disinfection, and the capacity is limited to 41. You should allow yourself plenty of time.

Flowers in full bloom

**Siberian iris**
On the east sidewalk in Odashirogahara marshland, it blossoming on one side. I hope that everyone will receive the flower language “message” of happiness.

**Japanese rose (Eijitsu rose)**
White flowers bloom in early summer, this is Japanese rose. It is a little flower, but it emits gorgeous fragrance, we can notice what is blooming around me.

**Climbing hydrangea**
Blooming in Yumoto Onsen area and on a route of Low Emission Bus. As if a flowers is entwined in a tree and a fairy lives then.

**Broad dwarf day lily (We call this Nikko-Kisuge)** *Kirifuri highland area*
Broad dwarf day lily in Nikko Kirifuri Highland is now in full bloom. Do not miss the beautiful flowers that bloom as if the stars have fallen.

Notice
A tree was found bark-peeling (we call it “Kuma-hagi”) by bears which sucked the sap of these trees. Beware of Bears! Do not forget to bring the bear bells.